
PROVERBS 22-24: THE WORLD’S TRAP 

Tuesday, February 22 

Reading: Proverbs 23:22-28; 24:1-2 
 

Proverbs 23:23  Buy the truth and do not sell it— wisdom, instruction and insight as well. 
 

In these verses, Solomon deals with how wisdom affects our relationships with others. 

 

SAYING #16: PARENTS (23:22-25) – The family is under attack in our society today. Solomon 

writes that it is the duty of parents to teach their children God’s wisdom. They not only gave 

physical life (“who gave you life; who gave you birth”) but they should also impart spiritual life. 

It is the duty of the child to listen and learn. To “buy the truth” means to purchase and possess it! 

To “sell it” means to exchange it for something else. Too many people exchange the godly 

wisdom they leaned as a child for the ‘wisdom’ of the world. This is a poor trade! For parents the 

lesson is to “train up a child in the way he should go” (Proverbs 22:6). For children the lesson is 

to treasure the godly wisdom taught by their parents and do it! They should remember and care 

for their parents when they are old. A righteous child brings great joy to his or her parents. 

 

SAYING #17: THE WAYWARD WOMAN (23:26-28) – Solomon had much to say about the 

seductress earlier in Proverbs (chapters 2, 5-7). Here he uses hunting language to illustrate how 

she sets a trap from which her prey cannot climb out. She is like a thief who “lies in wait” to 

steal hearts and minds. Solomon’s warning can be applied to both men and women. How do we 

avoid falling into this trap? Solomon instructs us to “give me your heart.” Our hearts should be 

focused on God and His wisdom. Secondly, “let your eyes delight in my ways.” We should pay 

close attention to the godly examples the Lord has given us. The focus on the heart and the eyes 

is important. What we look at impacts what we think about and do. Are your eyes focused on 

good things are do they wander and look at things that will get you into trouble? Is the desire of 

your heart to please the Lord or do the temptations and seductions of the world attract you? In 

our society filled with pornography, suggestive TV and movies, and rejection of God’s holy 

standards, we as believers must be careful to guard our testimony and stand up for the truth” 

(see Philippians 4:10). 

 

(We will look at SAYING #18 tomorrow) 

 

SAYING #19: THE WICKED (24:1-2) – This proverb wraps up this second block of the Sayings 

of the Wise (#11-19). It repeats the warning of Saying #14 (23:17-18). Unlike the godly whose 

“heart is wise” and whose “lips speak the truth” (23:15-16), the heart of the wicked is bent on 

violence and their lips only speak about “making trouble.” Our society today glamorizes the 

“rule breaker.” Our TV shows, movies, and music no longer display godly principles but delight 

in flaunting the world’s sinful ideas and activities. And they are prosperous and influential! As 

children of God, we should never envy or emulate this kind of “success.” Our focus should 

always be on “the fear of the Lord” (23:17) and following His “right path” (23:19). Are there any 

areas where you have ‘bought in’ to the world’s ideas and philosophy? How can we better keep 

our eyes, heart, and mind on the right path? 
 

 
 

 

 

READ THRU THE NEW TESTAMENT:  John 5-6 


